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SIRI 72
LIQUID CLEANING AND ACID ETCHING AGENT
SIRI 72 is a highly concentrated liquid cleaning agent. The modified organic acid with
special additives loosens cement dust, concrete, mortar and lime remainder. Can be used
for etching concrete floors and surfaces before applying surface coating.

Advantages :


Quickly removes/ loosens the cement dust, concrete remainders



SIRI 72 can be used even in area of food industry.

Properties :
Base
Colour

Organic Acid
Colour Liquid

Area of Application :


Can be used as a cleaning agent to remove cement dust on tiles.



Can be used to clean swimming pools, ceramic tiles, granite stone tiles, etc.



Can be used to remove concrete dust and other dirt on floors so as to have a
clean surface for applying floor coats.



Can be used to remove cement concrete, dirt in food industries, drinking water
storage areas.

Method of Usage :
SIRI 72 has to be applied only in diluted form. Depending upon the type of dust, dirt,
normally the dilution should be 1 :10 to 1:3 As soon SIRI 72 comes in to contact with
cement dust, dirt etc, its cleaning effect starts. The action can be seen by means of foam
formation. The removed material is to be rubbed and washed off with clean water
immediately. If necessary the cleaning has to be repeated.
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Note:
Should not be used with lime stone, marble sand and stone etc.
Metallic surface should be immediately washed with plenty of water after using SIRI 72
Many substrates may be affected in colour, so test the material at site and then use for
large areas.

Precaution :
SIRI 72 is corrosive material. It must be always applied with rubber gloves and goggles.
Avoid contact with skin. If SIRI 72 by chance fails on skin, wash immediately with plenty
of water. Splashes on to eyes have to be washed with plenty of water immediately and
seek medical advise has to be taken.

Packaging

:

5 and 20 ltr. Drum.

Shelf Life

:

1 years

Precautions :
SIRI 72 is non toxic, non flammable. Use gloves while mixing and pouring SIRI 72
splashes on the eyes should be washed with plenty of water and medical advice has to be
taken.

